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With productive forces develop and computer performance advances with the 
times, Internet applications have come into our life everywhere. And computer 
technique has been the main way to process information. From the whole analysis, 
current banking sector has finished the initial process of information-based 
construction, which makes information-based system supports in each business area. 
Although information-based system has covered most of banking business scope on 
the surface, its problems have gradually emerged. Each system is like an island 
whose data cannot be used in other systems, so data do not produce the larger value. 
The construction on future flow of credit not only focuses on the internal 
approval process of public credit as before, but also more emphasizes its data in 
upstream and downstream systems and the influence it made on the whole banking 
program such as how to dock with the customer’s relation management system in 
order to expanding process from business opportunity. 
How to dock with the risk system for finding information on portfolio risk and 
operational risk in business processing? So the construction on future bank 
information-based system will face larger challenges. 
Based on J2EE architecture and development, this system uses the Oracle 
Database. In functionality, it mainly includes six modules such as business processes, 
authorization management, approval process management, approval process 
workbench, integrated query, statistical statement, system management. Abiding by 
software engineering disciplines in application development, it takes object-oriented 
and J2EE advantages and provides a reference for bank informationization. 
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